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INTRODUCTION
The United States bankruptcy system has experienced
unprecedented growth since enactment of the Bankruptcy
Reform Act of 1978. In 1981, there were approximately 360,000
total filings nationwide, with agriculturally-related bankruptcies a
thing of great rarity. By 1991, total filings nationwide had
increased to 830,000-a 230% increase! By the close of the period
ending March 31, 1992, the filings had further escalated to 966,000
and are projected shortly to exceed one million nationwide. No
one anticipated this growth. Indeed, in 1963 when North Dakota
bankruptcies were forecast to reach 160 filings-an increase of
33% over the preceding year, the then bankruptcy referee,
Charles M. Pollock, expressed concern over this burgeoning
increase. One wonders what he would make of current North
Dakota statistics which reveal total filings of 1,270 for the year
1992. Particularly disturbing is the fact that on a per capita basis,
filings during the 1980's were nearly ten times as high as during
the 1940's (in 1948 North Dakota had 20 filings).
But statistics, while dramatic, do not begin to tell the whole
story and do not reveal the social dimensions of bankruptcy.
Often forgotten in the face of these incredible numbers are the
countless businesses and individuals affected by the filings themselves. Ten years ago, one could scarcely imagine the magnitude
of misery occasioned by industry-wide business failures. L.T.V.
Corporation, Orion Pictures, Wang Laboratories, Texaco, Inc.,
Consolidated Airlines, Pan American Airlines, T.W.A., R.H. Macy's
& Co.-blue chip companies all, and all have contributed to the
escalating statistics by their own filing. In some cases, a successful
reorganization resulted; others were not so successful. Regardless
of the ultimate result, however, people were affected in countless
ways, from losing their jobs to having their pensions placed at risk.
A bankruptcy filing impacts upon nearly every facet of the law
and affects the way future business is carried on both locally and
nationally. Construction, real estate, leases, mortgages, agriculture, consumer lending, collective bargaining, taxes, contracts,
leveraged buyouts, and pensions all are affected in dramatic ways
by a bankruptcy filing. Lawyers, even those that have no intention
of stepping inside a bankruptcy courtroom, can ill afford to ignore
the bankruptcy arena and the implications of a possible filing.
In this Symposium Issue, the reader is offered a variety of articles useful to both the bankruptcy and nonbankruptcy practi-
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tioner. Perhaps one ought to begin with Mr. Lodoen's article since
it is a step-by-step analysis of the bankruptcy process. With that
piece as a cast-off point, the reader can then move to more specialized articles by Judge Dreher and Mr. Roy addressing dischargeability issues, and those of Mr. Foster and Mr. Wallrich
concerned with lien avoidance powers peculiar to bankruptcy. On
the cutting edge of bankruptcy practice is the lead article on LBOs
by Mr. Sabino which must be read by anyone impacted by a failed
leveraged buyout. Strict Bankruptcy Code interpretation is
explored by Lowell Bottrell, an experienced North Dakota bankruptcy practitioner, in an article discussing recent and pending
United States Supreme Court decisions. Both the novice and the
experienced attorney are encouraged to read Ms. Mund's and Mr.
Kidwell's article in which they explore the sometimes poorly
understood role and relationships of a trustee. The Symposium
Issue finally closes with a number of excellent student comments
dealing with issues of timely concern.
One cannot express too often the fact that today every area of
practice is affected by bankruptcy and no lawyer can afford to
ignore its shadow. Due to the technical nature of bankruptcy
practice, lawyers often become embroiled in legal and financial
arguments of a highly esoteric nature and overlook the social
implications of the event itself. As readers peruse this Symposium
Issue, I would encourage each to put a face on the bankruptcy
event in which they become involved, always recalling it may
involve a person's livelihood, farm, home or pension, and keep in
mind that the survival of the company may mean the financial survival of a town and the continued employment of its citizens.
The Honorable William A. Hill,
Judge, United States Bankruptcy Court
for the District of North Dakota
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